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Abstract. A Regge model with absorptive corrections is employed in a global analysis of the world data on positive
and negative pion photoproduction for photon energies from 3 to 8 GeV. In this region resonance contributions are
expected to be negligible so that the available experimental information on differential cross sections and single po-
larization observables at −t≤2 GeV2 allows us to determine the non-resonant part of the reaction amplitude reliably.
The model amplitude is then used to predict observables for photon energies below 3 GeV. Differences between our
predictions and data in this energy region are systematically examined as possible signals for the presence of excited
baryons. We find that the data available for the polarized photon asymmetry show promising resonance signatures at
invariant energies around 2 GeV. With regard to differential cross sections the analysis of negative pion photoproduction
data, obtained recently at JLab, indicates likewise the presence of resonance structures around 2 GeV.
PACS. 11.55.Jy Regge formalism – 13.60.Le Meson production – 13.60.-r Photon and charged-lepton interactions
with hadrons – 25.20.Lj Photoproduction reactions
1 Introduction
The generation of hadron mass including the excited baryon
spectrum [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] is one of the unsolved puzzles of
QCD that explicitly involves such fundamental properties as
chiral symmetry and confinement. Historically, and on a more
phenomenological level, there are two different approaches to
hadron mass generation. The first, beginning with the Gell-
Mann-Levy sigma model [9] and the Nambu-Jona-Lasino model [10]
has the mass originating from the spontaneous breaking of chi-
ral symmetry. An alternative approach considers mass gener-
ation in terms of the energy accumulation in the string con-
necting color charges, which results in the very successful phe-
nomenology of Regge trajectories for high lying baryons [11,
12,13,14,15,16,17,18]. On a more fundamental level, the gen-
eration of mass in QCD is related to the anomalous breaking
of the scale invariance of the classical gauge theory in terms
of the trace anomaly [19,20]. This anomaly clearly shows that
hadrons made of light quarks acquire the bulk of their mass
from field (binding) energy.
A rough inspection of the excited baryon spectrum as given
by the Particle Data Group [21] suggests an impressive regu-
larity for nucleon and Delta states above≃1.8 GeV. The states
with the same spin but opposite parity are almost degenerate.
At the same time, a parity doubling is not observed for the
well established low lying baryons. Unfortunately, the PDG has
only assigned many of these observed states one or two stars
and some of the doublet partners for the baryons with masses
above 2 GeV have not been observed because the spectroscopy
of high lying baryons is a non-trivial problem. Therefore the
crucial question of whether the parity doubling of the high mass
baryons has systematic nature remains open.
Obviously, one can equally well ask why parity doubling
was not observed for low mass baryons and what is the QCD
symmetry behind this phenomenon? Only recently it was pro-
posed [22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30] that parity doubling might
reflect the restoration of spontaneously broken chiral symmetry
of QCD. A clear testable prediction of chiral symmetry restora-
tion is the existence of chiral partners of those high-lying states
with a 4-stars rating1, namely the N(2190) and N(2600). The
parity partners of those established states are presently missing
in the known baryon spectrum. Note that there are also miss-
ing chiral partners of N and ∆ baryons, rated with less than
three stars, in the mass region from 2.2 to 3 GeV as listed, for
instance, in Ref. [31].
However, these speculations about chiral symmetry restora-
tion in the spectrum are not the only way to explain the appar-
1 The G17 baryon with mass of ≃2.19 GeV and spin J=7/2 is
quoted [21] with four stars and has negative parity. The I1,11 has mass
≃2.6 GeV, spin J=11/2, negative parity and is quoted with three
stars.
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ent doubling phenomenon. It was shown in the framework of
a covariant constituent quark model [32,33], that the instan-
ton induced multi-fermion interaction leads to a lowering of
selected states that accidentally become degenerate with their
parity partners [34].
Despite the considerable amount of piN data available at
invariant collision energies
√
s≥2 GeV, the high-mass baryon
spectrum has never been systematically explored. The known
nucleon and ∆ resonances with masses above 2 GeV were
found already in the early single channelpiN→piN partial wave
analyses [35,36,37,38,39]. The results of the 1990 analysis [40]
of piN → piN and piN→pipiN data are in reasonable agree-
ment with the previous findings [35,36,37,38,39]. The most
recent GWU analysis [41,42] of piN scattering covers now en-
ergies up to
√
s=2.6 GeV. However, the description of the data
deteriorates noticeably above ≃2.4 GeV, which is reflected in
a sharp increase in the achieved χ2. Unfortunately, the status
of high-mass resonances has not yet been settled. Furthermore,
the available piN data base at
√
s≥1.8 GeV is far from being
complete. Specifically, for a conclusive analysis with regard to
excited baryons additional polarization data are necessary. But
it is rather difficult to perform the experiments in question in
the near future because of the lack of suitable pion beams.
Fortunately we can use electromagnetic beams to study the
excited baryons with masses above 1.8 GeV. The high-energy
beams required (with Eγ ≥ 1.3 GeV in the laboratory frame)
are available at JLab, ELSA, GRAAL, SPring-8 and the new
MAMI-C project. Data from these facilities on photo- and elec-
tro production of pseudoscalar and vector mesons should allow
us to extract nucleon resonance parameters associated with ex-
cited baryon states. Among the various reaction channels with
different final states, single-pion photo-production provides the
most straightforward access to baryon spectroscopy. This reac-
tion is the focus of the present work and we study it within a
Regge approach.
As far as theoretical investigations are concerned piN dy-
namics in the so-called fourth resonance region, i.e. for ener-
gies 2 ≤ √s ≤ 3 GeV, is practically uncharted territory. Most
of the existing studies within the conventional meson-exchange
picture, utilizing phenomenological Lagrangians, are restricted
to energies up to the ∆ (1232) excitation region, cf. [43] for a
recent review. There are only very few meson-exchange models
that considered piN scattering up to
√
s≃2 GeV [44,45,46,47,
48]. Also, with regard to single pion photoproduction, the ma-
jority of the investigations cover only the energy region up to√
s≃1.5 GeV [49,50,51,52,53]. A coupled-channel approach
for the analysis of the data of photo- and electro-production
of piN , ηN , and pipiN final states up to
√
s≤2 GeV is formu-
lated in Ref. [54]. Finally, on a more phenomenological level,
K-matrix based coupled-channel analyses of pion and photon
induces reactions up to energies
√
s≃2 GeV were presented in
Refs. [55,56,57,58].
A description of the piN system within such meson-exchange
models becomes very complex and difficult in practice at higher
energies
√
s≥2 GeV, say. Obviously, the number of reaction
channels and the number of exchange diagrams, which define
the basic interactions of these models, increases tremendously
and most of the pertinent parameters are not known well. In
contrast, the Regge model [13,59,60,61,62,63,64], with a rel-
atively transparent parameterization of the reaction amplitude,
has been fairly successful in describing hadron scattering at
high energies, i.e. for photon energies above 3 GeV, say. There-
fore, naturally the question arises whether the information con-
tained in the Regge model can be exploited for investigations
at lower energies and, in particular, in the transition region to
those energies where the analysis of pion photoproduction data
based on meson-exchange models might be still tractable. This
issue is the objective of the present work.
In the present paper we utilize the Regge formalism to per-
form a global analysis of the world data set on charged-pion
photoproduction in the high photon-energy region where res-
onance contributions are expected to be negligible or absent
and thus the non-resonant part of the reaction amplitude can
be determined reliably. In fitting the experimental results it is
important to note that the Regge approach is applicable only
in the small momentum transfer region. Thus, it is natural that
the Regge model gradually fails to reproduce the data as the
momentum-transfer increases. In our global analysis we there-
fore include data on differential cross sections and single and
double polarization observables in the energy range 3≤Eγ≤8
GeV but with the restriction −t≤2 GeV2. The data considered
were all obtained around or before 1980.
Once the parameters of the Regge model are fixed the cor-
responding amplitudes are extended to lower energies. Specif-
ically, they are used to compute observables in the energy re-
gion 1.4 ≤ Eγ ≤ 3 GeV, that corresponds roughly to invariant
energies 2 ≤ √s ≤ 2.6 GeV, and the results are confronted
with data in this energy region, for example with the differ-
ential cross sections for charged pion photoproduction mea-
sured recently [65,66] in Hall A at JLab. In this energy re-
gion differences between our predictions and the data are ex-
pected. But these differences are precisely what we are after
because they could be a signal for the presence of resonances
and, thus, could be used to identify excited baryon states with
masses
√
s≥2 GeV. Consequently, we explore at which√s the
presently available data possibly show room for additional res-
onance contributions and we examine the issue of which ob-
servables are the most crucial ones for excited baryon spec-
troscopy.
The paper is organized as follows. The formulation of the
model is given in Section 2. An analysis of positive and nega-
tive pion photoproduction is given in Sections 3 and 4, respec-
tively. In Section 5 we consider the pi−/pi+ production ratio.
The paper ends with a discussion of further perspectives both
in experiment and theory.
2 The Model
Because the mechanisms of charged and neutral pion photo-
production are different, we will only analyze the data for the
γp→pi+n and γn→pi−p reactions. Indeed for these reactions
pion exchange dominates at small −t whereas ω-exchange is
forbidden altogether, while the situation is opposite for pi0-
meson photoproduction. However, as was emphasized in Ref.
[67] and will be discussed later, it is already a highly non-trival
task to obtain a Regge model fit to all of the considered world
data of charged pion photoproduction.
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The previous phenomenological analyses [67,68,69] of sin-
gle charged pion photoproduction at high photon energies clearly
indicate that a pure Regge pole model can not give an accurate
description of the data. For example, it is known experimen-
tally that the differential cross section increases when the four-
momentum transfer approaches t=0. However, while the reac-
tion is certainly dominated by pion exchange for small four-
momentum transfer |t|<m2pi, where mpi is the pion mass, the
pion-exchange contribution alone cannot explain the data be-
cause it vanishes when |t| approaches zero.
To resolve the problem it was proposed to include a “pion
parity doublet” [70,71] which allows a good description of the
available forward differential cross section data. But the same
model could not reproduce the polarization data. Attempts have
been made [67,68,72,73,74,75,76] to include absorptive cor-
rections. Using a poor man’s absorption correction [67,68] to
the pion exchange enabled a good fit to the data at small |t|.
However, a further inspection [69,77,78] indicated that the dif-
ferential cross section of charged pion photoproduction increases
too sharply to be explained only by the interference between
the pion-exchange and Regge cut contributions.
A good description of the sharp forward peaks observed
in charged pion photoproduction, while satisfying also gauge
invariance, was achieved by a proper inclusion of nucleon (s
or u channel) exchange. The calculations based on this ap-
proach [69] also reproduced the photon asymmetry data. Un-
fortunately such a gauge-invariant unitarized Regge model was
not applied to perform a systematic analysis of the world data
of charged pion photoproduction reactions. In this work, we
will make progress in this direction.
To have a simple approach to describe the forward peaks
of charged pion photoproduction differential cross sections, we
do not reggeize the pion exchange. Instead, we follow previous
works by assuming [69] that it contributes as a fixed pole via
the electric Born term. The resulting amplitude [79,80] satisfies
gauge invariance. This approach also reduces the number of
parameters to be determined by a fit to the data. Such a gauge
invariant amplitude for pion exchange has been employed in
Refs. [69,77,81,82,83,84,85].
Before describing our model in detail let us first mention
here some other problems in the previous analyses. Quite rea-
sonable agreement between the Regge model calculations [67,
68] and data was obtained by incorporating the finite-energy
sum rules (FESR) into the fitting. The use of the FESR re-
quires reliable multipole amplitudes of pion photoproduction
in the whole resonance region. Existing partial-wave analyses
(PWA) [35,36,37,40] of pion-nucleon scattering have identi-
fied baryon resonances with masses up to 3 GeV. Presently the
PDG listing [21] includes four baryons with a 4-star rating in
the mass region from 2 to 2.5 GeV. Furthermore, the FESR ap-
plied to the pi−p→pi0n reaction distinctly illustrates [11,12,86]
that the resonance region extends up to
√
s=3 GeV. However,
the most recent GWU PWA [87] for pion photoproduction is
valid only for
√
s below 2.6 GeV. Therefore, an incorporation
of FESR into the analysis of pion photoproduction at high en-
ergies
√
s ≥ 3 GeV seems to be impossible at present. We thus
do not include the FESR in our analysis.
Guided by the previous works described above, we here
develop a gauge invariant Regge model, which combines the
Table 1. Correspondence between t-channel Regge exchanges and the
helicity amplitudes F−i and F
0
i (i=1−4). Here P is parity, J the spin,
I the isospin, G the G-parity, N the naturalness and S the signature
factor.
P J I G N S Exchange
F−1 +1 2 1 −1 +1 +1 a2
F 01 −1 1 1 +1 +1 −1 ρ
F−2 −1 0 1 −1 −1 +1 pi
F 02 +1 1 1 +1 −1 −1 b1
F−3 +1 2 1 −1 +1 +1 a2
F 03 −1 1 1 +1 +1 −1 ρ
F−4 +1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 a1
F 04 −1 2 1 +1 −1 +1 ρ2
Regge pole and cut amplitudes for ρ, a2 and b1 exchanges as
well as a gauge invariant pion-exchange Born term. Indeed at
high energies the interactions before and after the basic Regge
pole exchange mechanisms are essentially elastic or diffrac-
tive scattering described by Pomeron exchange. Such a sce-
nario can be related to the distorted wave approximation and
provides a well defined formulation [88,89,90,91,92] for con-
structing Regge cut amplitudes. This approach, which can also
be derived in an eikonal formalism [93] with s-channel uni-
tarity [73], is used in our work. Detailed discussions about the
non-diffractive multiple scattering corrections involving inter-
mediate states which differ from the initial and final states and
the relevant Reggeon unitarity equations are given in Refs. [88,
94,95,96]. For simplicity we do not consider these much more
involved mechanisms which would increase significantly the
number of parameters to be fitted.
2.1 General structure
In our analysis we use the t-channel parity conserving helicity
amplitudes Fi (i = 1, . . . , 4). The Fi have proper crossing and
analytic properties and definite spin-parity in the t-channel. F1
and F2 are the natural and unnatural spin-parity t-channel am-
plitudes to all orders in s, respectively. F3 and F4 are the nat-
ural and unnatural t-channel amplitudes to leading order in s.
The amplitudes for charged pion photoproduction in the stan-
dard isospin decomposition are given by [97]:
F γp→pi
+n
i =
√
2[F 0i + F
−
i ],
F γn→pi
−p
i =
√
2[F 0i − F−i ] . (1)
The correspondence between different Regge exchanges with
J≤2 and the amplitudes F 0i and F−i that enter into Eq. (1) is
given in Table 1.
Both natural and unnatural parity particles can be exchanged
in the t-channels in charged pion photoproduction provided
they have isospin I=1 andG-parityG=±1. The naturalnessN
for natural (N=+1) and unnatural (N=−1) parity exchanges
is defined as
N = +1 if P = (−1)J ,
N = −1 if P = (−1)J+1, (2)
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where P and J are the parity and spin of the particle, respec-
tively. Furthermore in Regge theory each exchange is denoted
by a signature factor S=±1 defined as [88,60,61]
S = P ×N = (−1)J . (3)
2.2 Observables
The relation between the t-channel helicity amplitudes Fi and
the observables can be constructed via the transformation to
the s-channel helicity amplitudes S1, S2, N and D. Follow-
ing Wiik’s abbreviations [98], S1 and S2 are single spin flip
amplitudes, N is the spin non-flip and D is the double spin
flip amplitude, respectively. The asymptotic crossing relation,
which is useful for the analytical evaluation of the helicity am-
plitudes, is given by

F1
F2
F3
F4

=−4
√
pi√−t


2m
√−t −√−t 2m
0
√−t √−t 0
t 2m
√−t −2m√−t t
1 0 0 −1




S1
N
D
S2

 . (4)
Utilizing the relations of Ref. [99] the γp → pi+n and
γn→ pi−p observables analyzed in the present study are given
by
dσ
dt
=
1
32pi
[
t|F1|2 − |F3|2
(t− 4m2) + |F2|
2 − t|F4|2
]
, (5)
dσ
dt
Σ =
1
16pi
[
t|F1|2 − |F3|2
(t− 4m2) − |F2|
2 + t|F4|2
]
, (6)
dσ
dt
T =
√−t
16pi
Im
[ −F1F ∗3
(t− 4m2) + F4F
∗
2
]
, (7)
dσ
dt
R =
√−t
16pi
Im
[ −F1F ∗3
(t− 4m2) − F4F
∗
2
]
, (8)
where the appropriate isospin combinations of the Fi’s accord-
ing to Eq. (1) need to be taken. The relations in Eqs. (5) - (8)
allow one to obtain constraints for the t-channel helicity ampli-
tude directly from experimental observables. Note that Eq. (4)
is appropriate only at s≫t, since it does not account for the
higher order corrections that are proportional to t/4m2. The
amplitudes Fi are related to the usual CGLN invariant ampli-
tudes Ai [97] by
F1 = −A1 + 2mA4 ,
F2 = A1 + tA2 ,
F3 = 2mA1 − tA4 ,
F4 = A3 . (9)
Expressions for the experimental observables in terms of the
amplitudes Ai are listed, for instance, in Ref. [100]. The often
used multipole amplitudes can be constructed from the helicity
amplitudes using the relations given in Ref. [101].
2.3 Structure of the amplitudes
The pion photoproduction amplitude of our model is given by
Fi = F
(pi)
i + F
(Regge)
i , (10)
where contributions from Regge exchanges of the ρ, a2 and b1
trajectories are taken into account. Their concrete structure and
parameterization is described in detail in the next subsection.
As mentioned, the contribution from pion exchange is treated
differently and will be discussed and described in detail in a
separate subsection below.
2.3.1 Regge amplitudes
Similar to the particle-exchange Feynman diagram, each reac-
tion amplitude F is factorized in terms of a propagator G and
a vertex function β
F
(Regge)
i (s, t) ∼ βi ×G . (11)
However, there is a difference in defining the propagator. The
basic reaction mechanism in the Regge model is not associated
with the exchange of certain particles but with the exchange
of certain quantum numbers. Therefore, the mass of the ex-
changed particle does not appear in the amplitudes explicitly.
Accordingly, the usual Feynman propagator, which contains
the mass m of the exchange particle, is replaced by the Regge
propagator
G ∼ 1
t−m2 ⇒
1+S exp[−ipiα(t)]
sin[piα(t)] Γ [α(t)+1]
[
s
s0
]α(t)−1
, (12)
where s0=1 GeV2 is a parameter for defining a dimensionless
amplitude, S is the signature factor given in Table 1 and α(t)
is the Regge trajectory. The trajectories are the most essential
part of the Regge model and they are defined by the spins (J)
and masses (mJ ) of the particles with a fixed G-parity, N and
S. Specifically, the function α(t) characterizing the trajectory
is obtained from the relation α(mJ ) = J applied to those par-
ticles that form the trajectory. The trajectories pertinent to our
approach will be discussed below.
Obviously the Regge propagator of Eq. (12) accounts for
the whole family of particles or poles, which lie on a certain
trajectory, where the trajectory is named after the lowest J
state. Thus, by considering different trajectories constructed
in the unphysical t≥0 region one can effectively include all
possible exchanges allowed by the conservation of quantum
numbers. This is an obvious advantage of the Regge theory,
since with increasing energy it is necessary to include the ex-
changes of higher-mass and higher-spin particles and a descrip-
tion within standard relativistic meson-exchange models would
become too involved or even unmanageable.
From Eq. (12), we see that the factor sin[piα(t)] would gen-
erate also poles at t≤0 whenα(t) assumes the values 0,−1, . . ..
The function Γ [α(t)+1] is introduced to suppress those poles
that lie in the scattering region because
1
Γ [α(t) + 1]
= − sin[piα(t)]
pi
Γ (α(t)). (13)
However, the suppression of the poles in the physical region
can be done by other means too. This issue will be discussed
below when we introduce the concrete parameterization of the
Regge amplitudes that we use.
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The structure of the vertex function β of Eq. (11) is de-
fined by the quantum numbers of the particles at the interaction
vertex, similar to the usual particle exchange Feyman diagram.
This vertex function is taken to be real and hence ρ, the ratio of
the real to imaginary parts of the reaction amplitude, is given
by
ρ =
Re F
Im F
∝ −S + cos[piα(t)]
sin[piα(t)]
, (14)
for a specific Regge exchange, i.e. simply by the phase of Eq.
(12). This phase is required by the fixed-t dispersion relation
and is well verified experimentally2.
The Regge amplitudes used in our model calculation are of
the form
F
(Regge)
i (s, t)=
∑
j
[F
(pole)
ij (s, t)+F
(cut)
ij (s, t)], (15)
where j = 1, 2, 3 denote the trajectories a2, ρ and b1, respec-
tively. (Note that we do not consider the amplitude F4 and the
corresponding trajectories a1 and ρ2 in the present investiga-
tion for reasons that are discussed later.) Each of the pole am-
plitudes are parameterized as [88] (suppressing the subscripts
ij)
F (pole)(s, t) = β(t)
1+S exp[−ipiα(t)]
sin[piα(t)]
[
s
s0
]α(t)−1
, (16)
where β(t) is the residue function which accounts for the t-
dependence and the coupling constant at the interaction vertex,
and S is the signature factor given by Eq. (3) and listed in Ta-
ble 1.
The residue functions β(t) used in our analysis are com-
piled in Table 2. They are similar to the ones used in some of
the previous analyses [67,69]. The factor α(t)[α(t)+1] in Ta-
ble 2 is used to suppress the poles of the propagator in the scat-
tering region. Alternatively this suppression can be achieved [88]
by introducing the Γ [α(t)] function as seen in Eqs. (12) and
(13). One can also introduce a factor [α(t)+n] with n=2, 3, . . .
to suppress poles at large −t. However, we do not apply the
Regge model beyond |t|=2 GeV, and therefore such a suppres-
sion factor is not considered. We should mention that in some
studies [102] it was proposed to drop the α(t) factor for the ρ
pole exchange. But we keep this factor in our model. In fact,
we found that it has practically no influence on the achieved χ2
of the fit.
The trajectories are of the following linear form:
α(t)=α0 + α
′t , (17)
where the parameters (α0, α′) for the considered a2, ρ and b1
trajectories are taken over from analyses of other reactions [88,
103]. Explicitly we have for the considered a2, ρ and b1 trajec-
tories
αa2 = α1 = 0.4 + 0.99 t
αρ = α2 = 0.53 + 0.8 t
αb1 = α3 = 0.51 + 0.8 t . (18)
2 For instance, the ratio ρ can be measured directly in forward elas-
tic scattering.
Table 2. Parameterization of the β(t) functions for the amplitudes Fi,
(i=1−3). Here cij is the coupling constant where the double index
refers to the amplitude and the type of exchange, as specified in the
Table, while αj(t) denotes the trajectory for the type of exchange.
These trajectories are given by Eqs. (18) and (20).
Pole amplitudes
Residue function β(t) Exchange j
F1 c11 α1(t) [α1(t)+1] a2 1
F1 c12 α2(t) [α2(t)+1] ρ 2
F2 c23 t α3(t) [α3(t)+1] b1 3
F3 c31 t α1(t) [α1(t)+1] a2 1
F3 c32 t α2(t) [α2(t)+1] ρ 2
Cut amplitudes
F1 c14 [α4(t)+1] exp[d4t] a2 4
F1 c15 α5(t) exp[d5t] ρ 5
F1 c16 [α6(t)+1] exp[d6t] b1 6
F2 c24 [α4(t)+1] exp[d4t] a2 4
F2 c25 α5(t) exp[d5t] ρ 5
F2 c26 [α7(t)+1] exp[d6t] b1 6
F3 c34 [α4(t)+1] exp[d4t] a2 4
F3 c35 α5(t) exp[d5t] ρ 5
F3 c36 [α6(t)+1] exp[d6t] b1 6
In defining the Regge cut amplitudes F (cut) of Eq. (15)
we use the following parameterization based on the absorption
model [60,104,105,106,69] (suppressing again the subscripts)
F (cut)(s, t)=
β(t)
log (s/s0)
1+S exp[−ipiαc(t)]
sin[piαc(t)]
[
s
s0
]αc(t)−1
,(19)
with the trajectories defined by
αc = α0 +
α′α′P t
α′ + α′P
, (20)
where α0 and α′ were taken from the pole trajectory given by
Eqs. (17) and (18), and α′P=0.2 GeV−2 is the slope of the
pomeron trajectory. The residue functions β(t) of Eq. (19) are
also listed in Table 2, where the relevant cut trajectories are
numerated as α4, α5, α6 for the a2, ρ and b1 cut amplitudes,
respectively.
2.3.2 Pion-exchange amplitude
As already mentioned in the beginning of this section, we do
not reggeize the pion exchange. Instead, we follow previous
works by assuming [69] that it contributes as a fixed pole via
the electric Born term. Indeed, pion exchange dominates the
region −t < m2pi and in this region the Regge propagator can
be savely replaced by the Feyman propagator. The resulting
amplitude [79,80] satisfies gauge invariance in photoproduc-
tion. This approach allows us to describe the forward peaks
of charged pion photoproduction differential cross sections in
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a simple way. It also reduces the number of parameters to be
fitted by the data.
The gauge invariant pion Born term F (pi)i (s, t) is calcu-
lated [69,81,82,83,97,107] from the usual pion and nucleon
exchange Feynman diagrams for γN → piN , but keeping only
the pure electric coupling in the γNN vertex. Explicitly, the
invariant amplitudes for the γp→pi+n reaction are given by
A1 = − eg
s−m2N
f(t) ,
A2 =
2eg
(s−m2N )(t−m2pi)
f(t) . (21)
(The relation between the invariant and the helicity amplitudes
is given by Eq. (9).) HeremN andmpi stand for the nucleon and
pion mass, respectively, and e and g are the electric and piNN
coupling constants taken as e2/4pi=1/137 and g2/4pi=13.76.
Following the standard procedure [69] a phenomenologicl form
factor f(t) is included,
f(t) = a exp(bt), (22)
where a and b are free parameters to be determined by a fit
to the data. For the γn→pi−p reaction the gauge invariance of
the pion exchange can be restored by the u-channel nucleon
exchange [108] with invariant amplitudes taken as
A1 =
eg
u−m2N
f(t) ,
A2 = − 2eg
(u−m2N )(t−m2pi)
f(t) . (23)
Indeed for small −t≤m2pi where the pion exchange dominates,
the propagators for s and u channels fulfill approximately
− u+m2N ≃ s−m2N , (24)
when neglecting terms smaller than the pion mass squared.
That is why in Refs. [69,81] the u-channel correction to the
gauge invariance was not specified explicitly and only s chan-
nel invariant amplitudes were given.
As is obvious from Eqs. (21) and (23) in conjunction with
Eq. (9), the pion-exchange contribution derived above contrib-
utes to the helicity amplitudes F1 to F3 while the reggeized
pion exchange would contribute only to F2, cf. Table 1.
2.4 Parameters of the model
With the formulation presented above the considered reaction
amplitude has 19 free parameters. As discussed in section 1,
we fix these parameters by a fit to the (pi+ and pi−) produc-
tion data at energies 3≤Eγ≤8 GeV and momentum-transfers
−t≤2 GeV2. Some general information on those data [109] is
given in the following sections where the results are discused.
In order to avoid any dependence of the fit on the start-
ing parameters we used the random walk method to construct
the initial set of parameters and we repeated the minimization
procedure many times. Furthermore, an additional examination
was done by exploring the results for the parameter correlation-
matrix in order to inspect the stability of the found minimum.
Table 3. Parameters of the model. Here cij is the coupling constant for
the ith amplitude and the type of exchange, dj is a cut-off parameter
for the Regge cut amplitude, while a and b are the parameters of the
Born term form factor, cf. Table 2 and Eq. (22).
j cij dj
i=1 i=2 i=3
1 −30.1 - 103.8 -
2 36.1 - 31.0 -
3 - -8.4 - -
4 164.0 −42.0 348.6 1.46
5 −286.8 127.1 −22.1 0.75
6 271.9 −141.3 5.9 0.78
a =0.8 b =1.56
The data for both the positive and negative pion photopro-
duction are fitted simultaneously. The resulting parameters of
the model are given in Table 3. The achieved χ2/ndf amounts
to 1.4. We find that some of the data from different experiments
are slightly inconsistent. There is no way to improve the confi-
dence level of our global analysis unless these inconsistent data
are removed from the data base. However, it is difficult to find
meaningful criteria for pruning the data base.
2.5 Experimental constraints on F4
As seen in Table 2, we do not include the amplitude F4 in
our analysis. The F4 amplitude is given by the JPC=1++ and
JPC=2−− exchanges and their cuts. Those contributions cor-
respond to the exchanges of the a1, f1, ρ2 and ω2 mesons with
the indicated quantum numbers3, where the latter two are not
well established experimentally [21]. In addition, the relevant
amplitudes are small because the corresponding trajectories are
low-lying in the J-plane [110]. That were the reasons why
the F4 amplitude was neglected in many previous studies of
charged-pion photoproduction.
By inspecting the relation between the amplitudes Fi and
the observables one can immediately conclude that the single
polarization data on target (T ) and recoil (R) asymmetries4 are
very crucial to determine the role of F4. Indeed if T=R ex-
actly then it follows that F4=0. A direct measurement of the
R−T difference allows access to F4 in a model independent
way because
R− T = 4pi√−t Im[F4F ∗2 ] , (25)
and because the F2 amplitude is well established from the in-
vestigation of various reactions [99] dominated by pi-meson ex-
change. Furthermore, without any model assumption, the fol-
lowing Worden inequalities [92] can be derived from the rela-
3 Formerly the a1 and ρ2 mesons were called A1 and Z, respec-
tively [88]
4 Note that in some publications of experimental results the notation
is different. Specifically, for the recoil asymmetry P is used (instead
of R) and for the polarized photon asymmetry A (instead of Σ).
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Table 4. The γp→pi+n data on differential cross section analyzed in
the present paper.
Differential cross section, dσ/dt
Eγ
√
s −tmin −tmax Reference
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.1 1.72 0.47 0.71 [65]
1.1 1.72 4.1×10−3 0.41 [112]
1.48 1.91 0.024 0.24 [113,114]
1.62 1.98 1.1×10−3 0.34 [113,114]
1.65 1.99 0.42 1.18 [65]
1.77 2.05 1.3×10−3 0.38 [113,114]
1.8 1.99 0.47 1.32 [65]
1.99 2.15 1.5×10−3 0.44 [113,114]
2.18 2.23 1.6×10−3 0.6 [113,114]
2.38 2.31 1.8×10−3 0.66 [113,114]
2.48 2.35 0.69 1.95 [65]
2.51 2.36 0.126 0.323 [115]
2.63 2.41 2×10−3 0.74 [113,114]
3.25 2.64 0.124 0.45 [115]
3.32 2.67 0.96 3.64 [65]
3.4 2.69 3×10−3 0.4 [116]
3.4 2.69 0.09 0.33 [117]
3.41 2.7 0.374 1.396 [118]
3.4-4.0 2.69-2.9 0.25 1.31 [119]
4.0 2.9 0.95 5.14 [120]
4.15 2.94 2.28 4.1 [65]
4.17 2.95 0.09 0.551 [115]
4.4 3.02 6.77 7.08 [121]
5.0 3.2 0.01 0.61 [116]
5.0 3.2 0.19 1.45 [117]
5.0 3.2 1.44 6.8 [120]
5.0 3.2 2×10−4 1.15 [122]
5.53 3.36 4.75 5.6 [65]
7.5 3.87 1.95 11.63 [120]
8.0 3.99 5.1×10−4 2.13 [122]
11.0 4.64 8×10−4 2.06 [122]
16.0 5.56 1.2×10−3 1.95 [122]
tion between the Fi amplitudes and the observables:
|R− T | ≤ 1−Σ , (26)
|R+ T | ≤ 1 +Σ , (27)
|D| ≤
√
1−Σ2 , (28)
where D denotes the double polarization parameters G, H , E
and F , which are given in Refs. [99,111]. In addition, the ob-
servables obey the following equations [99,92]
E2 + F 2 +G2 +H2 = 1 +R2 −Σ2 − T 2 , (29)
FG− EH = R− TΣ , (30)
which allow to construct F4 from the full set of single and dou-
ble polarization measurements.
Unfortunately, there are no data for both T and R asymme-
tries available for the charged-pion photoproduction at photon
energies explored in the present study. The data [123,124,125]
at 3≤Eγ≤16 GeV indicate for the photon polarized asymmetry
Table 5. The γp→pi+n data on the polarized photon asymmetry Σ
(denoted formerly as A [92]), target asymmetry T , and the recoil sym-
metry R (denoted formerly as P [92]) analyzed in the present paper.
Polarized photon asymmetry Σ
Eγ
√
s −tmin −tmax Reference
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.55 1.95 0.15 1.39 [132]
1.65 1.99 0.16 1.5 [132]
1.95 2.13 0.2 2.08 [132]
2.25 2.26 0.23 1.89 [132]
2.5 2.36 0.02 0.31 [123]
3.0 2.55 0.15 1.16 [124]
3.4 2.69 0.01 0.6 [123]
3.4 2.69 2.6×10−3 0.01 [133]
5.0 3.2 0.1 0.4 [123]
16.0 5.56 5.5×10−3 1.5 [125]
Target asymmetry T
1.55 1.95 0.15 1.39 [132]
1.65 1.99 0.16 1.5 [132]
1.95 2.13 0.2 2.08 [132]
2.25 2.26 0.23 1.89 [132]
2.5 2.36 0.1 0.87 [130]
3.4 2.69 0.1 1.14 [130]
5.0 3.2 0.1 1.25 [130]
5.0 3.2 0.019 1.02 [131]
16.0 5.56 0.019 0.62 [131]
Recoil asymmetry R
1.55 1.95 0.15 1.39 [132]
1.65 1.99 0.16 1.5 [132]
1.95 2.13 0.2 2.08 [132]
2.25 2.26 0.23 1.89 [132]
Σ≃0.8. Following Eq. (26) this implies that |R−T |≤0.2, sug-
gesting that the F4 amplitude could be not negligible. The data
available for T and R at Eγ≤2.25 GeV imply that, within the
experimental uncertainties, T≃R. At higher energies, Eγ≥2
GeV, experimental results for T and R [126,127,128,129] are
available only for neutral pion photoproduction. Those suggest
also that T≃R. However, the statistical uncertainty of these
data is large and at Eγ≤4 GeV the comparison of target and
recoil asymmetries requires an interpolation in t and an extrap-
olation in the photon energy.
Certainly, apart from the mentioned experimental indica-
tions, there are no fundamental reasons to ignore the F4 con-
tribution. Indeed, we did attempt to include the F4 amplitude
in the global fit following the trajectory parameters given in
Ref. [88]. However, it turned out that the fit is insensitive to that
contribution. In addition, the most crucial data available [130,
131] at Eγ>3 GeV for target asymmetries are afflicted with
large errors. Thus, finally we decided to neglectF4 in the present
study.
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Fig. 1. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of −t,
the four-momentum transfer squared, at different photon energies Eγ .
The data are taken from Refs. [116] (filled squares), [117] (open dia-
monds), [122] (filled triangles), [115] (inverse filled triangles), [118]
(filled circles), [119] (open stars), and [120,121] (open circles). The
solid lines show results of our model calculation based on the param-
eters listed in Table 3.
3 Results for γp→ pi+n
This section is organized as follows. First we compare the re-
sults based on our model with the data included in our global
fit, i.e. data in the region 3≤Eγ≤8 GeV and−t≤2GeV2. Some
general information on those data is listed in Tables 4 and 5. We
also confront our model with the available data at the higher en-
ergies Eγ=11 and 16 GeV which were not included in our fit.
Information on those data are listed too in the Tables.
Then we look at data for 1.4<Eγ<3 GeV where our Regge-
model results can be considered as predictions. The lowest pho-
ton energy is chosen in order to cover invariant masses down
to
√
s≃2 GeV, which is roughly the lower end of the fourth
resonance region. Note that at these energies we definitely ex-
pect to be in disagreement with the data. But we regard such a
disagreement as the starting point for exploring possible con-
tributions from nucleon resonances. Thus our interest in that
energy range is to examine systematically for which observ-
ables and in which kinematical regions discrepancies between
our predictions and available data occur.
Finally, we compare our predictions with the most recent
data [65,66] for differential cross sections at 1.1≤Eγ≤5.5GeV,
collected by the Hall A Collaboration at JLab. The main inter-
esting feature of these data is that they cover a region of fairly
large momentum transfer -5.6≤t≤−0.4 GeV2 and thus provide
a window for examining the transition from non-perturbative
QCD to perturbative QCD. Also here we are guided by the aim
to learn how the amplitudes generated from our Regge model
Fig. 2. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [122]
(filled triangles) and [120,121] (open circle). The solid lines show re-
sults of our model calculation.
could be used to investigate the reaction mechanisms relevant
in this rather complex and exciting transition region. However,
the solution of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper
and will be postponed to future investigations.
3.1 Results at Eγ ≥ 3 GeV
Our results for the γp→pi+n differential cross sections are pre-
sented in Figs. 1 and 2. The model reproduces the data quite
well. Note that the differential cross sections increase sharply
when approaching t=0 and can only be fitted by using the
gauge invariant pion exchange term F (pi) as described in sub-
section 2.3.2. It will be interesting to see whether this particu-
Fig. 3. Polarized photon asymmetry for the reaction γp→pi+n as a
function of −t at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken
from Refs. [123] (filled triangles), [124] (filled circles) and [133]
(open diamonds). The solid lines are the results of our calculation.
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Fig. 4. Target asymmetry T for the reaction γp→pi+n as a function
of −t at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs.
[130] (open triangles) and [131] (open crosses). The solid lines show
results of our model calculation.
lar feature can give us some clue about how the Regge model
can be connected with meson-exchange models. In the latter a
gauge invariant pion-exchange, derived from phenomenologi-
cal Lagrangians, is also a crucial ingredient in describing the
charged pion photoproduction at lower energies
√
s≤2 GeV. In
particular, it will be instructive to compare the multipole ampli-
tudes in the transition region
√
s ≃ 2−3GeV where both mod-
els could be equally successful in describing the non-resonant
contribution around t=0. Our investigation on this issue will be
reported elsewhere.
Fig. 3 presents results of our fits to the data for the photon
asymmetry Σ. The photon asymmetry Σ is defined by
Σ =
dσ⊥ − dσ‖
dσ⊥ + dσ‖
, (31)
where dσ⊥ (dσ‖) is the cross section from measurements with
photons polarized in the direction perpendicular (parallel) to
the γ-pi scattering plane.
Within the Regge model the data on Σ can be used [134,
135,136] to separate the contributions from natural and unnat-
ural parity exchanges. According to Ref. [134] the differential
cross section dσ⊥ (dσ‖) is due to unnatural (natural) parity ex-
changes. Thus, a large and positive Σ at forward angles, seen
in the left panel of Fig. 3, indicates the dominance of unnatural
parity exchanges and can be described by the pion-exchange
mechanism [124,133]. The data show that Σ is positive and al-
most constant, suggesting that dσ⊥>dσ‖ over the whole con-
sidered range of t. Hence, the photoproduction of pi+ photo-
production is indeed dominated by unnatural parity exchanges
in the kinematic region considered.
Fig. 5. The γp→pi+n differential cross section (upper panel) and po-
larized photon, Σ and target T asymmetries as a function of −t at
the photon energies Eγ=11 GeV and 16 GeV. The data are taken from
Refs. [122] (filled triangles), [125] (asterisk) and [131] (open crosses).
The solid lines show results of our model calculation.
Our fit to the data on the target asymmetry T is shown
in Fig. 4. The data were obtained [130,131] using a buthanol
frozen spin target. Within the experimental uncertainties the
data are well reproduced by our calculation. To test the con-
structed model, we first compare our predictions with the data
available at higher energies, namely atEγ=11 GeV and 16 GeV.
Note that these data were not included in our global fits. The
upper panel of Fig. 5 shows the differential cross section for
γp→pi+n, which is well reproduced by the model calculation.
The lower panel of Fig. 5 displays results for the polarized pho-
ton asymmetry Σ and the target asymmetry T for Eγ=16 GeV.
Here deficiencies of the model are apparent.
To remove the remaining discrepancies, specifically in the
polarization observables, one may have to include the F4 con-
tribution which has been neglected in the present fit, as dis-
cussed in subsection 2.5. Indeed, the F4 contribution is primar-
ily sensitive to the difference between the recoil (R) and target
(T ) asymmetries, as given by Eq. (25). Unfortunately, there is
no experimental information available for R. Apparently more
data on Σ, T and R as well as other polarization observables
are needed for making further progress.
3.2 Predictions at lower energies
As was stressed in many studies [88,92,106], the Regge the-
ory is phenomenological in nature. There is no solid theoreti-
cal derivation that allows us to establish explicitly the ranges
of t and s where this formalism is applicable. Nevertheless,
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Fig. 6. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . Here
√
s is the γp invariant collision
energy. The data are taken from Refs. [113,114] (open squares). The
solid lines show results of our model calculation.
following the usual arguments based on the analytic proper-
ties of the scattering amplitudes in the complex angular mo-
mentum plane, it is reasonable to assume that the Regge model
constructed above is valid for describing quantitatively the ex-
change mechanisms down to energies of around Eγ≃3 GeV
which corresponds to
√
s≃2.55 GeV. Since there are several
well-identified nucleon resonances [21] in the energy range up
to the range of
√
s≃2.6 GeV, identified in partial wave anal-
yses [35,36,37,38,40,56,137,138] of pion-nucleon scattering,
we expect that deviations of our predictions from the data will
start to show up for energies from Eγ≃3 GeV downwards and
it is obvious that those discrepancies could be a signal for possi-
ble contributions from nucleon resonances. Thus, our specific
interest here is to examine carefully this transition energy re-
gion and to single out those observables which can be used
most effectively to establish the presence of resonances or even
to extract nucleon resonance parameters.
The solid lines in Figs. 6,7 show our predictions for the
γp→pi+n differential cross sections at 1.48≤Eγ≤2.63 GeV
in comparison with the data. Here we also indicate the cor-
responding γp invariant mass
√
s. We see from Fig. 7 that our
predictions are in reasonable agreement with the experimen-
tal results [115,113,114] down to Eγ=2.38 GeV, which corre-
sponds to an invariant mass of
√
s≃2.31GeV. At those energies
there is not much room for additional contributions within the
t range covered by the experiments. As seen from Figs. 6 and
7, our predictions start to deviate more systematically from the
data below Eγ = 2.18 GeV or
√
s = 2.23 GeV.
Our predictions for the photon asymmetry Σ are presented
in Fig. 8. Here we see very large differences between our pre-
dictions (solid lines) and the data for photon energies Eγ ≤
Fig. 7. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [115]
(inverse close triangles) and [113,114] (open squares). The solid lines
show results of our model calculation.
2.25 GeV. On the other hand, the model is in good agreement
with data on Σ at the photon energy Eγ=2.5 GeV, which cor-
responds to
√
s=2.36 GeV. But here one should keep in mind
that the data cover only a very small range of t. Since the polar-
ized photon asymmetry varies substantially as a function of the
four-momentum transfer squared within the considered range
1.95≤√s<2.36 GeV, one might consider this as an indication
for the excitation of baryonic resonances.
Fig. 9 presents data on the target polarization T (filled cir-
cles and triangles) and the recoil polarization R (open circles)
together with the model results. Please recall that in our model
we assume F4=0 and, hence, the predictions for these two ob-
servables are the same, cf. Eqs. (7) and (8). Thus, there is only
one (solid) line in each panel of Fig. 9. There are some devia-
tions of our model result from the data at photon energies below
2.25 GeV. However, the accuracy of the data is not sufficient to
draw further and more concrete conclusions. Indeed, it looks as
if both R and T oscillate around the value zero. It is interest-
ing to note that the data in Fig. 9 suggest that T≃R within the
experimental uncertainties. Thus, our assumption that F4 = 0
is in line with the experimental evidence. Nevertheless, more
precise data on these two observables would be rather useful
for drawing more definite conclusions on F4.
3.3 Comparison with the JLab data
The most recent data on charged meson photoproduction were
obtained by the Hall A Collaboration [65,66] at JLab. These
data cover a wide range of photon energies (1.1≤Eγ≤5.53
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Fig. 8. Polarized photon asymmetry from γp→pi+n reaction as a
function of −t at different photon energies. The data are taken from
Refs. [132] (squares) and [123] (filled triangles). The solid lines show
results of our model calculation.
GeV) and squared four-momentum transfers (0.4≤ − t≤5.6
GeV2).
We first consider the data at low energies, Eγ≤2.48 GeV.
Fig. 10 presents differential cross sections as a function of the
squared four-momentum transfer collected from different ex-
periments [115,113,114,112,65]. Here the JLab data [65] cor-
respond to the stars and they are consistent with previous mea-
surements. (Note that the other data were taken, in general, at
slightly different energies, cf. Figs. 1, 2, 6, 7.) The solid lines
are the results of our model calculation. They are in line with
the JLab data points for Eγ≥1.65 GeV and for small −t, but
deviate from the data at -t around or above 1 GeV. The large
discrepancy at Eγ=1.1 GeV or
√
s=1.7 GeV is to be expected
because in this energy region there should be additional contri-
butions from well established resonances.
In Fig. 11 we compare our predictions at Eγ≥3.0 GeV
with the JLab data (stars) and with all other available data.
Note that the older data shown by open circles in the figure
for Eγ=4.1 GeV and 5.53 GeV are actually from measure-
ments at Eγ=4.0 GeV and 5.0 GeV, respectively. However,
these small energy differences are not important for our dis-
cussions here. Obviously only two of the JLab data points at
the photon energy Eγ=3.3 GeV are in the −t ≤ 2 GeV2 re-
gion. These are well described by our model prediction. Fur-
thermore, they are also in good agreement with data from ear-
lier measurements [116,118]. The other JLab data as well as all
Fig. 9. Target (T ) (filled circles and triangles), and recoil asymmetry
(R) (open circles) for γp→pi+n as a function of−t at different photon
energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [132] (filled and open
circles) and [130] (triangles). The solid lines are our result.
older experimental results for the higher |t| region are simply
beyond the applicability of our model.
Above |t|≃2 GeV the data show first an almost t indepen-
dent behavior and then increase sharply as −t approaches its
maximum value. The largest -t value corresponds to the small-
est value of |u|, which is related to s and t by s+t+u=2m2N+m2pi.
It is known that the reaction mechanism at small |u| and at
small |t| involves different exchanges. The reaction at small |t|
is dominated by the meson poles and cuts included in the Regge
model constructed in this work. On the other hand, the rising
cross sections at small |u| (large |t|) observed in Fig. 11 are due
to the exchange of baryon resonances.
In the central region 2≤−t≤5 GeV2 of Fig. 11, both |t| and
|u| are large and hence the contributions from t- and u-channel
exchanges become very small. The main feature of the cross
sections in this middle region is that they are almost indepen-
dent of t and hence are very unlikely due to nucleon resonances
with reasonably narrow widths, i.e. with widths ≤ 300 MeV.
The most plausible interpretation can be found from the point
of view of perturbative QCD. The essential idea is that at large
momentum transfer the basic interactions must be directly due
to the quarks in the nucleon. As was proposed in Refs. [139,
140] the energy dependence of the reaction cross sections for
this case is driven by the total number of elementary fields
in the initial (ni) and final (nf ) states. Following dimensional
counting for the invariant amplitude M [141] the energy de-
pendence of the differential cross section of the ni→nf transi-
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Fig. 10. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of−t at
different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [115] (in-
verse close triangles), [113,114] (open squares) and [112] (asterisk).
The stars are the experimental results from the JLab Hall A Collabo-
ration [65]. The solid lines show results of our model calculation.
tion is given as
dσ
dt
=
|M|2F (t)
16pi(s−m2N )2
m2
N
≪s
=
s−(ni−2)−(nf−2)F (t)
16pis2
∝ s−7F (t) , (32)
since for single pion photoproduction ni=4 and nf=5. Here
F (t) does not depend on s but accounts for the t-dependence
of the hadronic wave functions and partonic scattering.
In order to see whether the data shown in Fig.11 follow the
dimensional counting rule (also called the quark counting rule),
we normalize the expression for dσ/dt in Eq. (32) with F (t) =
1 to the data at t=5 GeV2 and at Eγ=7.5 GeV, i.e. at the high-
est of the considered photon energies, and then use Eq. (32) to
predict the cross sections at other energies. These predictions
are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 11 and agree remarkably well
with the data at all considered energies. It appears that the di-
mensional counting rule, as given in Eq. (32), is fulfilled very
well. Such a conclusion was drawn also in Refs. [65,66] by
analyzing the JLab data alone. It is an outstanding challenge
to understand this smooth t−dependence. One possibility is
to explore more rigorously the handbag mechanism [142,143],
which yields a reasonable description of the pi+/pi− ratio.
4 Results for γn→ pi−p
The strategy for the analysis of negative pion photoproduction
is similar to that described in Section 3 for positive pions. Some
Fig. 11. The γp→pi+n differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [116]
(filled squares), [122] (filled triangles), [118] (filled circles) and [120,
121] (open circles). The stars are the experimental results from the
JLab Hall A Collaboration [65]. The solid lines show our results based
on the parameters listed in Table 3. The dotted lines are results ob-
tained with Eq. (32).
general information on the data on γn→pi−p included in our
global fit is listed in the Tables 6 and 7.
The measurement of the γn→pi−p reaction can be only
done with a deuteron target. The extraction of data for nega-
tive pion photoproduction from the deuteron reaction is based
on the so-called spectator model, i. e. the single scattering im-
pulse approximation. Thereby, it is assumed that the proton of
the deuteron is the spectator and its role in the γn interaction
is only due to the Fermi motion of the bound neutron. This
is, in principle, a reliable method [144,145,146,147,148,149,
150,151] as long as one measures the momentum distribution
of the proton and one takes only those events which fulfill the
spectator condition, i. e. those events where the proton momen-
tum is smaller than the momentum of the neutron. However, in
practice often the spectator proton and the final neutron are not
even identified. In that case one might expect [150] some dis-
crepancies between the model calculations and the data as well
as between different measurements. Some important details of
the deuteron experiments will be given in the following in order
to discuss possible reasons for the observed discrepancies.
4.1 Results at Eγ ≥ 3 GeV
Fig. 12 shows differential cross sections for γn→pi−p mea-
sured [116,118,155] at different photon energies together with
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Table 6. The γn→pi−p data on differential cross section analyzed in
the present paper.
Differential cross section, dσ/dt
Eγ
√
s −tmin −tmax Reference
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.1 1.7 0.41 1.11 [152]
1.1 1.7 0.41 1.11 [153]
1.1 1.7 4.2×10−3 1.37 [152]
1.1 1.7 0.25 0.71 [65]
1.65 1.99 0.72 1.49 [152]
1.65 1.99 0.42 1.19 [65]
1.8 2.06 0.80 2.10 [152]
1.8 2.06 0.19 2.64 [154]
1.8 2.06 0.48 1.33 [65]
2.48 2.35 0.69 1.94 [65]
3.0 2.55 0.15 1.16 [118,124]
3.32 2.67 0.96 3.64 [65]
3.4 2.69 0.37 1.39 [118,124]
3.4 2.69 3.0×10−3 0.4 [116]
4.15 2.95 1.25 3.47 [65]
5.0 3.2 6.8×10−3 0.53 [116]
5.53 3.36 3.18 4.73 [65]
8.0 3.99 9.9×10−3 0.89 [155]
Table 7. The γn→pi−p data on the polarized photon asymmetry Σ
(denoted formerly as A [92]) analyzed in the present paper.
Polarized photon asymmetry Σ
Eγ
√
s −tmin −tmax Reference
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV2) (GeV2)
3.0 2.55 0.15 1.16 [124]
3.4 2.69 0.05 0.6 [133]
16.0 5.56 5.5×10−3 1.19 [125]
results of our model calculation. Indeed, these are practically
all pi− photoproduction data for Eγ ≥ 3 GeV that are available
in the literature.
Let us first provide some details on the above experiments
which will be useful later in discussing the observed discrep-
ancies between the older measurements and the most recent
results from JLab reported by the Hall A Collaboration [65,
66]. In the experiment of Ref. [116] γd→pi−2p, γd→pi+2n,
and in addition γp→pi+n were studied in order to check the
validity of the spectator model. The experiment was performed
at DESY with a bremstrahlung beam and by detecting only the
pions with a magnetic spectrometer. At small −t the relation
between the photon energy and the pion momentum is almost
identical to the one for photoproduction on a free nucleon. Thus
by measuring the pion momentum at a given angle one can re-
construct the photon energy. The Fermi motion in the deuteron
results in an uncertainty of±100 MeV in the invariant mass en-
ergy of the final system. Furthermore, utilizing simulation cal-
culations of the reaction based on the Hulthe´n deuteron wave
function it was found that the computed momentum spectrum
of the pions is in good agreement with the measured one. The
energetic separation between single and multiple pion photo-
production was good enough to avoid di-pion contamination.
Single pion photoproduction was studied by using the photon
energy interval of 200 MeV around Eγ=3.4 GeV and 5 GeV.
We should also mention that in Ref. [116] it was observed
that at |t|≥0.3 GeV2 the differential cross sections for pi+-
meson photoproduction on deuterium and hydrogen are almost
identical, while at smaller momentum transfers they differ sub-
stantially, i. e. up to a factor of ≃2. That was qualitatively
understood from spin and isospin restrictions of the specta-
tor model [156]. A similar suppression of the pi+-meson yield
from deuterium at small angles was observed in lower-energy
experiments [157]. Furthermore, the pi−/pi+ ratio was evalu-
ated under the assumption that the corrections for the γd→pi−2p
and γd→pi+2n reactions are the same.
The circles in Fig. 12 are data taken [118] at the Cam-
bridge Electron Accelerator. The results at Eγ=3.4 GeV are
published [118], while the data for the differential cross sec-
tion at Eγ=3 GeV, mentioned in Ref. [124], are available from
the Durham Data Base [109]. The γd→pi−2p, γd→pi+2n and
γp→pi+n reactions were studied by detecting only the pi−-
meson. The reconstruction procedure for the reaction is almost
identical to that applied in Ref. [116]. The energy of the in-
cident photon was determined by a subtraction method and
could be evaluated to an accuracy of ±60 MeV in the con-
sidered range from 3 to 3.7 GeV (explored in the search for the
N∗(2645) baryon). Under the assumption that the spectator nu-
cleon is at rest the missing mass for an interacting nucleon was
reconstructed in order to separate single pion photoproduction
from multiple pion contributions.
Fig. 12. The γn→pi−p differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [116]
(filled squares), [118,124] (filled circles), and [155] (filled triangles).
The solid lines show results of our model calculation.
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Fig. 13. Polarized photon asymmetry from γn→pi−p reaction as a
function of −t at different photon energies, Eγ . The data are taken
from Refs. [124] (filled circles), [125] (open squares) and [133] (open
triangles). The solid lines show results of our model calculation.
Our calculation reproduces the pi−-meson data at Eγ=3.4
GeV rather well. The differential cross section at Eγ=3 GeV is
described qualitatively. But it looks as if some additional con-
tribution is required for the range of−t≥0.4 GeV2, say, though
one should keep in mind that the data atEγ=3 GeV are afflicted
by fairly large errors. In this context we want to recall that we
reasonably reproduce the differential cross section and polar-
ization data for positive pion photoproduction available around
Eγ=3 GeV, cf. Figs. 1 and 3.
One could speculate that this deviation of the model result
from the data is a signal for an excited baryon with mass around
2.55 GeV. For instance, the N∗(2645) resonance was observed
in pion-nuclear interactions [158,159] but was not detected in
the photoproduction of positive and neutral pions. If the baryon
is a member of a U -spin multiplet with U=3/2 it could not be
excited in the interaction of photons with protons because the
photon is considered to beU=0. In case of a neutron target both
n and the neutral N∗ have U=1 and the corresponding excita-
tion is allowed [118,124]. It is worth mentioning that there is
no obvious evidence for the presence of such a resonance in the
polarized photon asymmetry shown in Fig. 13.
The data atEγ=8 GeV were measured [155] at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator. Again only pions were detected and the
reaction was reconstructed by measuring the pion momentum
distribution resulting from photons near the bremsstrahlung dip.
It was emphasized that such a reconstruction of single pion
photoproduction is quite reasonable at small −t but becomes
impractical at |t|≥2 GeV, unless the other final state particles
are also detected. To test the spectator mechanism, γd→pi+2n
as well as γp→pi+n reactions were studied. It was found [155]
Fig. 14. The γn→pi−p differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [153]
(open circles), [152] (filled inverse triangles) and [154] (filled trian-
gles). The stars are the experimental results from the JLab Hall A
Collaboration [65]. The solid lines show our results based on the pa-
rameters listed in Table 3.
that at |t|<0.5 GeV2 the differential cross sections for pi+-
meson photoproduction on deuterium and hydrogen differ up
to a factor of around 8. The reasons for such a discrepancy were
investigated in detail and it was argued that the Pauli exclusion
principle explains completely the observed effect. The relevant
corrections were done for presenting the pi−-meson photopro-
duction data. Fig. 12 clearly proofs that we perfectly repro-
duce the pi−-meson photoproduction differential cross section
at Eγ=8 GeV.
Finally, in Fig. 13 data on the polarized photon asymmetry
for the reaction γn→pi−p [124,125,133] at photon energies 3,
3.4 and 16 GeV are presented. In these experiments the reaction
was reconstructed similar to the procedures described above.
The model calculation describes the experimental results well
– with exception of some data points.
4.2 Comparison with the JLab data
Differential cross sections for γn→pi−p at photon energies be-
tween 1.1 GeV and 5.5 GeV were reported [65,66] recently by
the Hall A Collaboration at JLab. Although most of the data
were obtained for large |t|, at some photon energies the mea-
surements extend to the region of |t|<2 GeV2 and can be di-
rectly compared with our calculation.
We want to emphasize that this experiment with a deu-
terium target has some significant advantages as compared to
the other measurements discussed in the previous subsection.
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In particular, both the pi−-meson and the proton were detected
in coincidence. Based on two-body kinematics, the incident
photon energy was reconstructed. That allows one to recon-
struct the spectator momentum distribution which was found
to be in good agreement with the Argonne, Paris and Bonn
deuteron wave functions at momenta below 400 MeV/c.
The differential cross sections for γn→pi−p are presented
in Figs. 14 and 15 as a function of −t for different photon en-
ergies. The measurements at JLab were done at Eγ≃1.1, 1.65,
1.8, 2.48, 3.3, 4.1 and 5.53 GeV, which correspond to
√
s≃1.7,
1.99, 2.06, 2.35, 2.67, 2.95 and 3.36 GeV, respectively. For
completeness and for illustrating the compatibility with other
available experimental results we also show differential cross
sections from Refs. [116,118,153,152] obtained at almost the
same photon energies.
It is instructive to recall here the results of our analysis
of the γp→pi+n data by the Hall A Collaboration [65,66] at
the same photon energies and the same range of t, shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. There, we found that at
√
s=1.7 GeV our cal-
culation substantially underestimates the pi+ spectrum and we
observe a similar deficiency now for pi−-meson photoproduc-
tion. This discrepancy is most likely associated with contribu-
tions from known resonances in that energy region which are
missing in our model calculation. At the energies
√
s=1.99 and
2.06 GeV the positive photoproduction spectra at |t|≤0.7GeV2
is reasonably described by our model calculation, and for the
energies 2.35 and 2.67 GeV even up to roughly |t|=1.5 GeV2.
(There are no experimental points at |t|≤2 GeV2 for √s=2.95
Fig. 15. The γn→pi−p differential cross section as a function of −t
at different photon energies, Eγ . The data are taken from Refs. [118]
(filled circles) and [116] (filled squares). The stars are the experimen-
tal results from the JLab Hall A Collaboration [65]. The solid lines
show our results based on the parameters listed in Table 3. The dotted
line shows result obtained by Eq. (32) and normalized to the γp→pi+n
data as explained in the text.
and 3.36 GeV.) Interestingly, the situation for negative pion
photoproduction is somewhat different. While the model re-
produces the γn→pi−p differential cross sections at √s≃2.67
and 2.95 GeV quite well up to |t|≈1.5 GeV2, we observe a
much more substantial deviation at the lower energies and for
|t|≥0.7 GeV2. In particular, at √s=1.99, 2.06 and 2.35 GeV
the t dependence of negative pion photoproduction differs dras-
tically from that for positive pions for |t|≥0.5 GeV2, say. In
fact, within the range 0.5<|t|<2 GeV2 where the JLab data
are available, the differential cross sections for γn → pi−p are
practically independent of the four-momentum transfer squared.
Data from other experiments [152,154] exhibit a comparable
behavior although they are afflicted by large uncertainties. Note
that a very similar t dependence was observed in negative pion
photoproduction [118] at Eγ=3 GeV, or
√
s=2.55 GeV, pre-
sented in Fig. 12. This could be an indication for contributions
from excited baryons with masses lying around 1.99≤√s≤2.55
GeV. The range seems to be too large for a single resonance,
unless one assumes the contribution to be from a rather broad
(≃600 MeV) structure.
We note that the GWU PWA [87,101,160] reproduces nicely
pi+ as well as pi−-meson photoproduction data at
√
s≤2.1 GeV.
In particular, it describes the flat t-dependence for negative pi-
ons. It is unlikely that U symmetry was implemented in this
analysis and the most natural expectation is that the PWA of
the data yields a much larger photon coupling to the neutron
than to the proton for resonances located within the range of
1.99≤√s≤2.55 GeV. Indeed the SM-95 solution [87] finds ev-
idence for the excited baryons F35(1905), D35(1930) and F37
(1950), but the results for the γn couplings are not given in
the corresponding publication. In this context, let us mention
that it was shown within the 1/Nc expansion, based on the ap-
proximate dynamical spin-flavour symmetry SU(4) of QCD in
the large Nc limit [161,162], that the photoproduction on the
neutron can be larger than that on the proton. Thus, it is con-
ceivable that the chances for exciting a baryon in γn→pi−p are
substantially larger than in the γp→pi+n or γp→pi0p reactions.
Furthermore, according to the systematic study of Ref. [161]
one should expect that such an excited baryon is a nucleon, be-
cause photo-excitation of ∆ resonances should be identical for
proton and neutron targets.
The presently available data are too scarce to allow us to
draw a definitive conclusion. Apparently new precise measure-
ments at |t| < 2 GeV2 and photon energies 1.6≤Eγ≤3.4 GeV
are required to clarify the situation. At such energies this t
range is quite promising for baryon spectroscopy, because at
large−t the contribution from hard QCD processes might dom-
inate the reaction.
5 The pi−/pi+ ratio
Quite interesting information on charged pion photoproduction
is provided by the ratio R of the γn→pi−p to γp→pi+n dif-
ferential cross section as a function of t and the photon energy
or
√
s. Since at small |t| (|t|≤m2pi) single pion photoproduc-
tion is dominated by t-channel pion exchange, it follows that
R=1 – independent of the energy. At moderate t the interfer-
ence between the pi and ρ exchanges is expected to result in
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a decrease of R as |t| increases, following Eq. (1). With fur-
ther increase of |t| the contribution of pion exchange vanishes
and ρ exchange dominates so that one might expect a return to
R=1. However, since other contributions, summarized in Ta-
ble 1, could be sizeable the evolution ofR with t is not trivial.
Thus, this evolution directly reflects the presence of contribu-
tions to the reaction amplitude from exchanges with different
quantum numbers.
Note that the pi−/pi+ ratio at large |t| can be compared with
the handbag calculations [163,142,143] based on hard gluon
exchange. Therefore, it is important to inspect the behavior of
R when approaching −t≃2 GeV2. Here one expects the tran-
sition between perturbative QCD as modelled by Regge theory
and hard QCD processes.
Figure 16 shows the ratio R of the γn→pi−p to γp→pi+n
differential cross section as a function of the four-momentum
transfer squared. Here we include data for photon energies 3.4≤
Eγ ≤16 GeV. In each of the experiments [125,116,118,155]
the ratio R was measured for a fixed photon energy as a func-
tion of t or of the pion production angle, θ∗. The data exhibit
a very specific t-dependence, that is almost independent of the
energy. Approaching t = 0 the ratio R is close to 1, as ex-
pected from the dominance of pion exchange at |t|≤m2pi. Then
the ratio decreases because of the interplay between the various
contributions to the photoproduction amplitude listed in Table
1 and entering Eq. (1). However, with increasing |t| the ratio
does not converge to unity as one might expect from the domi-
nance of ρ exchange. This clearly indicates that with increasing
−t the reaction is still governed by contributions from several
different processes and that one will not able to reproduce such
a t dependence within a simple pi+ρ model.
Fig. 16. The ratio of the γn→pi−p to γp→pi+n differential cross sec-
tion as a function of−t. The data for 3.4≤Eγ≤16 GeV are taken from
Refs. [116] (filled squares), [125] (open circles), [118] (filled circles)
and [155] (filled triangles). The two solid lines show our results ob-
tained for Eγ=3.4 and 16 GeV.
Fig. 17. The ratio of the γn→pi−p to γp→pi+n differential cross sec-
tion as a function of invariant collision energy shown for different in-
tervals of the four-momentum transfer squared. The filled circles are
experimental results from Refs. [116,125,118,155], while the stars
indicate data from JLab [65,66]. The bands show the variation of R
within the indicated range of t as predicted by our model.
The pi−/pi+ ratio was also measured recently at JLab by the
Hall A Collaboration [65,66]. As mentioned above, this exper-
iment was motivated by hard QCD physics [139,140] and de-
voted to pion photoproduction at large |t|. Although it is diffi-
cult to provide an estimate for the absolute value of the reaction
cross section within QCD inspired models, predictions for the
pi−/pi+ ratio and for some polarization observables at large |t|
can be made with more confidence [142,143,163]. Indeed, the
calculations of Refs. [142,143] reproduceR at large−t rather
well. Part of the data were also taken for |t|<2 GeV2, which
allows us to compare those data with our calculation and to
search for a signature [139,140,142,143] of the transition from
pQCD, modelled by Regge theory, to hard QCD.
On the other hand, the JLab experiment [65,66] was done
at different photon energies and for fixed angles θ∗ in the over-
all cm system, which complicates the comparison with other
results. Specifically, it is not possible to evaluate the t depen-
dence of the pi−/pi+ ratio from these data and compare it with
either that of the other data sets or of our model.
The solid lines in Fig. 16 show our results for Eγ=3.4 and
16 GeV. The model reproduces the t dependence qualitatively
and exhibits only a mild dependence on energy. Note that within
this energy range the differential cross section itself changes by
almost two orders of magnitude, as is visible in Figs. 1 and 2.
In any case, we can directly test the model by considering
the
√
s dependence of the ratio R at fixed values of t. Since
the data are not available at exactly the same t one can select
appropriate ranges. This is done in Fig. 17, where we display
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the dependence of R on the invariant collision energy √s for
different intervals of t. The band indicates the variation ofR as
predicted by the model for the selected range of t.
Obviously the pi−/pi+ ratio obtained from experimental re-
sults available at -0.03≤t≤0 GeV2 is close to unity at ener-
gies 2.7≤√s≤5.6 GeV. That is exactly what one would expect
from the pion exchange dominance at |t|≤m2pi. This feature is
reproduced by the model. With regard to other intervals of t
which we have considered, the data above
√
s≃2.5 GeV from
Refs. [125,116,118,155] are well described by our model. Fur-
thermore, the JLab data [65,66] available at the same energies
are in good agreement with other data and also with our cal-
culation. However, in the range 1.7≤√s≤2.5 GeV, the ratio of
the γn→pi−p to γp→pi+n differential cross section shows a
clear resonance-like structure, which is most prominently no-
ticeable at 0.7≤|t|≤2 GeV2. This observation is consistent with
the conclusions we drew from our analysis of the pi− differen-
tial cross section above.
6 Conclusion
We analyzed the data on charged pion photoproduction avail-
able at photon energies 3≤Eγ≤8 GeV and at four-momentum
transfer squared |t|≤2 GeV2 within the Regge approach. The
model was constructed by taking into account both pole and
cut exchange t-channel helicity amplitudes. We consider the b1,
ρ and a2 trajectories and pion exchange and fix the unknown
model parameters such as the helicity couplings by fitting ex-
perimental results on differential cross sections, the polarized
photon asymmetry and recoil and target asymmetries.
The model provides a reasonable description of the data, in-
dicating that for the energy range considered single pion pho-
toproduction is dominated by nonresonant contributions. The
calculation was extended to lower photon energies in order to
examine the data with regard to possible signals for the excita-
tion of baryonic resonances with masses between 2 and 3 GeV.
We detected a systematic discrepancy between the calculation
and the data on γn→pi−p differential cross sections for pho-
ton energies from 1.65 to 3 GeV (invariant collision energies
of 1.99≤ √s ≤ 2.55 GeV) in the region −t≥0.5 GeV2. The
model results for γp→pi+n also show deviations from the data
in this energy and t region, though here the disagreement is less
pronounced.
The differential cross sections for γn→pi−p which are at
variance with the model calculation are those measured at ELSA
(Bonn) [152] and very recently at JLab [66]. Unfortunately, the
amount and accuracy of the experimental results in the relevant
energy region is still insufficient for a more detailed quanti-
tative analysis and for the evaluation of possible contributions
from the excitation of high-mass baryons. Nevertheless, we ob-
serve a resonance-like structure in the ratio of the γn→pi−p to
γp→pi+n differential cross sections taken at fixed intervals of t
and shown as a function of
√
s. This ratio exhibits a noticeable
enhancement at 1.7≤√s≤2.5 GeV as compared to lower and
higher energies.
Our findings suggest that the prospects for the excitation of
baryon resonances on neutrons via photons could be substan-
tially larger than on protons. If this is the case, it will be more
difficult to observe such resonance excitations in the γp→pi0p
reaction. Evidently, the validity of this conjecture can be ex-
amined via the analysis of data reported very recently [164] by
the CB-Collaboration at ELSA. Note that in the framework of
the 1/Nc expansion based on the approximate dynamical spin-
flavour symmetry, SU(4), of QCD in the large Nc limit, it was
shown [161,162] that photoproduction on the neutron can be
very different from that on the proton. Furthermore, according
to the systematic study of Ref. [161] one might expect that such
an excited baryon is a nucleon, because photo-excitation of ∆
resonances is identical for proton and neutron targets.
Further progress in understanding the observed discrepan-
cies requires new dedicated experiments on the γn→pi−p and
γn→pi0n reactions at photon energies 1.6≤Eγ≤3 GeV. Ap-
parently polarization measurements are necessary to enable a
reconstruction of the quantum numbers of the excited baryons.
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